231.   HINDI AMD TAMIL
The satyagraha campaign, as carried on this time and still
continuing, has hardly a parallel in history. The real credit for
this goes to the Hindi and Tamil speaking brothers and sisters
living in this country. Their sacrifice has been the highest of all.
Some of them have even lost their lives, killed by the bullets of the
white soldiers. As a tribute to their memory, we have decided to
give Hindi and Tamil news in this paper. Some years ago, we used
to bring out this paper in these two languages as well, but we had
to discontinue the practice owing to some difficulties*1 Those
difficulties are not yet over. And yet, we resume publication in these
languages for the duration of the struggle, that being, in our
judgment, the least that we must do, even at some inconvenience
to ourselves, in honour of communities whose members have made
such sacrifices in a struggle of this kind. It is not with a com-
mercial motive that we are publishing in these languages. Whether
or not to continue the practice after the struggle is over we can
only decide in the light of the circumstances then prevailing.
[From Gujarati]
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suggestion     polak     going     london     fully     weighed.
had    hoped    be    able   send,   we    all   think   situation
1	Publication of Hindi and Tamil columns was suspended in 1906 owing
to difficulty in securing the "services of the necessary editors and compositors";
vide Vol. V, p. 183.
2	This was in response to a cable GandHji had received earlier in the day
from Gokhale: "I have promised Ramsay MacDoaald that Polak would send
him immediately full statement on indenture system and three pounds tax,
also fairly detailed account of our strike and methods adopted suppress it Mac*
Donald hopes raise questions debate address, so Polak must send statement
earliest possible. You have not replied my suggestion about Polak going England
beginning February, Strongly think it indispensable.**   Vide also footnote 1 t$
"table to G. Kt Gojdiale" p. 283.

